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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2020 is provided to the community of Flinders Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self-assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

School contact details

Flinders Public School
Adam Murray Way
Flinders, 2529
www.flinders-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
flinders-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4295 7355
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School vision

Flinders Public School is a school that strives to promote and enhance learning. The vision we hold as a learning
community is one which prepares all learners, within our school, for the opportunities and challenges arising in an ever
changing world.

School context

Flinders Public School has an enrolment of 562 students. The school supports 22 mainstream class groupings across
Kindergarten to Year 6. Our students celebrate a diverse cultural background with over 20 languages identified. Flinders
Public School is located in the local government area of Shellharbour. The school is located approximately 1.5 hours
south of Sydney, on the State's South Coast. Flinders Public School was established in 2003 and serves a young and
diverse new suburb. Our school is literally the hub of our developing community. The parents, carers and families add to
the rich fibre of our school. The partnership between home, community and our school promotes learning, personal best
and a collective responsibilities for all. This is evident in the manner in which staff demonstrate a genuine care for each
and every one of our students. There is a culture that embodies our school motto of "quality teaching and learning in a
caring environment".
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Self-assessment and school achievement

This section of the annual report outlines the findings from self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The Framework is a statement of what is valued as excellence for NSW public schools, both now and into the
future. The Framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Each year, we assess our practice against the Framework to inform our school plan and annual report. Every five years,
our school undergoes an external validation process.

During the external validation process, an independent panel consisting of a Principal School Leadership and a peer
principal considered our evidence and assessment of our school's progress against the School Excellence Framework.

Our self-assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework: https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-
learning/school-excellence-and-accountability/school-excellence

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

Elements 2020 School Assessment

LEARNING: Learning Culture Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Wellbeing Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Curriculum Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Assessment Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Reporting Delivering

LEARNING: Student performance measures Delivering

TEACHING: Effective classroom practice Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Data skills and use Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Professional standards Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Learning and development Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: Educational leadership Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: School planning, implementation and
reporting

Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: School resources Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: Management practices and processes Sustaining and Growing

In Term 4 of 2020 our school will participate in external validation [this was to be in Term 1 but Covid-19 delayed the
process]. In preparation for this meeting, the required body of evidence has been prepared, reviewed and annotated. The
Executive Summary synthesises the annotated information provided in the body of evidence.

The writing team that prepared the 2020 External Validation for Flinders Public School is to be congratulated for their
outstanding dedication, commitment and leadership. Their insights, action, research and deep understandings of Flinders
Public School have been built on thoroughly assessing the learning, teaching and leadership demands of the School
Excellence Framework within the context of our school, the progress offered, the quality of our processes and structures
and the impact of this work.

The submission team consisted of Melanie Hogan (DP), Lisa Dewhurst (AP), Peter Tarasenko (AP), Vanessa Gavin (Rel
AP), Naomi O'Neill (Rel AP). This team worked collaboratively with each other to identify the most appropriate manner in
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which to best capture our story at Flinders Public School in pursuit of excellence. Central to this endeavour was the
importance of being authentic in accurately and honestly engaging in self-reflection as on ongoing improvement process
to reflect on our structures and processes, progress, achievement to date and future directions.

In term 3 2019, the team was established. Initially there were town main tasks, 1. How best would the team focus the
evidence sets to capture areas of work that were deemed significant (what) and 2. In what format would this be
organised (How). Throughout the submission process both of these areas evolved to what has been delivered in the final
submission. This reflects the numerous robust conversations, search for deeper clarity, growing understanding of the
School Excellence Framework and an increasing consistently around the impact of the work undertaken across and
throughout the school.

Individual evidence sets were matched to particular members of the writing team, however, the team worked in
collaboration with each other and the various existing teams across the school to collect information and data. There was
a strong understanding that material used in the submission should be reflective of practices and products that are
indicative of our school, not one off, isolated or chosen to showcase.

All team members were provided with additional time. Regular meetings were held to share our learning, progress,
challenges and to plan for next steps. Opportunities for evidence set teams to meet for coaching, questioning,
brainstorming and reflection were built into the submission process. Lorraine Bradwell, Principal School Leadership, also
spent time with each of the evidence teams to provide feedback, support and guidance. This was greatly appreciated
and we believe added enormously to our understandings and the quality of our submission.

The external validation process has created a wonderful opportunity for our writing team to ask three simple questions.
1. What have we done?
2. How well have/are we doing?
3. What is/has been the impact?

The self-assessment process has demanded a rigorous examination of the above questions within the context of "don't
tell us, show us". As a team our submission has identified a great deal of which the Flinders Public School can be
enormously proud of in regards to achievements and progress. The process has identified 'next steps' in each of our
evidence sets which will provide clear directions that are based in evidence and analysis.

After careful analysis of the school submission, school programs and processes, student engagement, progress and
achievement against the School Excellence Framework the following on-balanced judgements have been made and
tabled below. These on-balanced judgements reflect a level depth and consistent practice which is indicative throughout
and across the school.

The School Excellence Framework lays out in the clearly identified and articulated domains and elements what
excellence can look like. Through the external validation process our school submission team has placed the school
against this framework using the excellence statements in each of the 14 elements

The submitted work and evidence sets was reviewed by a Principal, School Leadership and a visiting principal. After a
two day process of unpacking the data sets, evidence sets and rigorous discussions and sharing of work undertaken the
school was validated in all 14 elements at the same level as the school had identified itself at. This demonstrates that the
external validation team knows our school exceptionally well and that the work submitted for peer review confirmed the
schools assessment against the School Excellence Framework.
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Strategic Direction 1

Drive engagement and achievement in writing

Purpose

To ensure every student is immersed in an engaged learning environment, where they have an explicit understanding of
the purpose, process and intended product of writing. Staff will drive academic achievement for all students in writing
through differentiated teaching, learning and assessing strategies that are aligned across all stages.

Improvement Measures

1. Increased the proportion of students demonstrating expected growth on internal and external measures against
syllabus standards in writing. Demonstrated by data derived from ACER, NAPLAN, Scout, PLAN 2 tracking and
internal progress and achievement.

2. 100% of classroom teaching and learning programs are aligned to whole school literacy scope and sequences.

3. Increased number of teachers engaging in professional discussions, mentoring and coaching practices to improve
teaching and learning in their classes, year groups, stages.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Targeted Teaching

All teachers embed differentiated engaging pedagogy into literacy teaching, learning and assessment
practices (commencing with writing).

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Staff in years 3 to 6 are teaching spelling using phonemes and phonemic
awareness strategies and the program Sound Waves.

All teaching staff are implementing the beginning process for the Seven
Steps of Writing with the guidance of the Assistant Principals. The executive
at Flinders Public School are driving professional learning in Literacy.

All teachers consistently, within and across stages, planning, programming
and assessing collaboratively.

Purchase of site licence for Sound
Waves Spelling program.  $6664.14

Casual release days for beginning
teachers and mentors Term Three
$3000.00

Purchase of the school licences for
Seven Steps of Writing. $2310.00.

Seven Steps mentor professional
learning  $3000.00

Literacy resources purchase for whole
school writing - Scholastic purchases
$845.00

Additional weekly 1 x hour collegial
collaboration release and 1 x day per
term Stage planning schedule for
consistent teacher judgement and
programming  for all staff (QTSS
funding) $93,000.00

Process 2: Making Learning Visible in Literacy

All teachers use evidence based strategies to make learning visible in literacy across all learning spaces
from Early Stage 1 to Stage 3.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Challenging Learning is a Cos initiative to drive student engagement through
dialogue and effective feedback. All staff participated in professional learning

Challenging Learning CoS initiative
program purchase and resources
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

and discussions at collegial meetings. Teachers are implementing
Challenging and Learning pedagogy in all classrooms.

$27, 946.00

Challenging learning mentor and
coaches training casual release days
Terms Three and Four   $15,000.00

Challenging Learning demonstration
lessons and observation rounds
casual release days Terms Three and
Four   $15,000.00

Process 3: Tracking Literacy Progress

All teachers use the English Syllabus supported by Literacy Progressions and PLAN 2 software to track
student achievement, to ensure all students are engaged and challenged to continue to learn
(commencing with Writing).

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Teachers have successfully carried out a consistent approach to assessment
in Literacy with stage based assessments, marking rubrics and teacher
observations. Student data uploaded to the progressions that in turn drive
future teaching programs to assist students improve their individual academic
results.

Casual release to create whole school
assessment rubrics  7 x casual days $
3500.00

Stage based teams creating literacy
assessments across all focus content
in that key learning area 5 x casual
release days each term  $10,000.00

Next Steps

At Flinders Public School Challenging Learning will be an ongoing pedagogical change for all students and staff during
2021. Scheduled demonstration lessons and classroom observations will support staff to implement teaching and
learning programs that encourage students to utilise dialogue and feedback to clarify their thought processes and
application of new learning. Continual professional learning and the implementation of the programs, Seven Steps of
Writing and Sound Waves, will occur to support and expand what was established in 2020. Teachers will be using the
Seven Steps of Writing and Sound Waves, in their stages, to encourage students to plan and produce imaginative and
informative texts that are engaging and creative.

Teachers in the K-2 classrooms will be linking the progressions of learning from Get Reading Write with the outcomes of
Sound Waves so a spelling scope and sequence can be created for K-6. To sustain the ongoing academic achievement
of students in literacy, small intensive reading and writing groups will be established to support children to achieve
individualised growth and success in this key learning area. The intensive literacy groups will be supported through the
NSW Department of Education financial commitment with the COVID Intensive Learning Program.

Additionally K-2 will be implementing an evidence based Phonemic Awareness Program, as trailed by Kindergarten in
2020. This program supports students in their writing and spelling through a deep understanding of Phonemic
Awareness.
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Strategic Direction 2

Effective feedback practices

Purpose

To ensure all teachers utilise effective feedback strategies to facilitate active, engaged and transparent learning. Staff will
drive academic achievement for all students in literacy through effective feedback strategies to make learning visible.

Improvement Measures

1. 100% of teaching staff trained in PLAN 2 software and consistently using this tool to track student achievement,
learning progress, and identify skill gaps for improvement and areas of extension.

2. Increased number of teachers consistently utilising strategies to make learning visible in their classroom as
demonstrated through physical evidence of bump it up walls, success criteria, learning intentions, annotated
programs/work samples, photographs and videos of learning, classroom observation notes, survey data.

3. Increased frequency of teachers providing explicit, specific and timely formative feedback related to defined success
criteria to support improved student learning as demonstrated through survey data, teaching and learning programs,
written feedback to students/families, minutes from meetings/conferences and student SMART goals.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Effective Feedback

All staff deliver effective feedback aligned to student learning goals, in line with the literacy
continuum/literacy progressions.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Modified and updated reports were sent out at the end of Term 4.

 Consistent whole school programming embedded, evaluated and adjusted
each term.

Modified report template created in
Sentral. Casual day release x 2
$1000.00

Monday afternoon meeting times
dedicated to completing reports and
consistent teacher judgement.

Casual release days for beginning
teachers and mentors Term Four
$1500.00

Executives teams provided with 1 x
casual release day per Terms Two,
Three and Four to provide all staff with
effective individualised programming
feedback  $ 6000.00

Process 2: Three Way Conferencing

All staff establish protocols and practices around student/teacher/parent conferencing with a focus on
student learning goals to drive academic achievement.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Data on number of students and families that participate in these 3 way
meetings.

Due to COVID NSW Health guidelines
and subsequent Department of
Education restrictions  in 2020, three
way interviews could not occur. This
will be an ongoing process for future
directions at Flinders Public School.
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Next Steps

Throughout 2020 staff worked with and around the challenges presented by COVID-19 to developed and refine their
knowledge and implementation of providing effective feedback, particularly in the area of reporting to parents. Robust
discussions were had at all levels within the school to ensure that students growth and academic achievement was
accurately reflected in the Semester 1 reporting process. These discussions were continued through out the duration of
2020 to ensure that the end of year academic reporting process was a consistent and equitable reflection of the students.
In 2021 staff will continue to reflect on the lessons learnt and invaluable information gathered about effective
communication with our community to continue to refine and improve the written academic reporting processes
undertaken.

The initial planning and preparation for three way conferencing will be utilised in 2021 to implement and embed this
practice in to the effective communication and feedback process fr students, families and teachers. In Semester 1 the
staff will implement Parent Communication Meetings with families to continue to develop and further establish the open
lines of communication regarding students social, emotional and academic achievements. After a review of the
effectiveness of the structures ulilised in the process further planing and discussions will be help to move to three way
conferencing in Semester 2.
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Strategic Direction 3

Quality and dynamic personalised learning

Purpose

To create holistic and inclusive learning processes underpinned by high expectations, best practice and meaningful
parent/carer engagement to meet the diverse individualised needs of our students.

Improvement Measures

1. Increased parent and student participation in Personalised Learning Pathways and Personalised Learning
Adjustment Meetings.

2. 100% of teachers have a teaching and learning program that clearly differentiates curriculum delivery to meet the
needs of students at different levels of achievement, including personalised learning adjustments to support learning or
increase challenge.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Evidence Based Adjustments

Personalised Learning Adjustments are working documents that are used to drive best practice in
teaching and learning.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

100% of class teachers created, communicated and implemented
personalised learning adjustment for all students requiring adjustments.
These were uploaded into the school shared drive.

The school has 172 formalised adjustment folders for individual students that
require significant adjustments and consideration to ensure that the
curriculum is accessible for them to engage with success.

100% of teachers reviewed these adjustments each term and adapted as
required, including liaison with parents/carers. All adjustments uploaded into
the school shared drive.

Teacher relief time to write initial
personalised learning adjustments.

Allocated staff meeting every term (X4
times a year) for staff to review
adjustment folders.

Allocated meeting time for each grade
teaching team to meet with the
Learning and support team to address
learning adjustments in the class and
grade as a team.

Process 2: Support For Indigenous Students

Families will be actively and purposefully involved in the formation of PLPs that recognise current
strengths and target needs through specific, individualised goal setting.

 Homework Centre for ATSI students

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Students, parents, families and staff value the PLP process at FPS due to the
purposeful and individualised nature in supporting learning.

Students, parents, families and staff to use the Homework Centre to connect
home, school and the local identity.

The employment of additional teacher time to promote connection and early
intervention created a greater sense of belonging and importance of
Aboriginal students by the school.  Issues were able to be raised earlier and
discussions and work was more constructive and positive.

Art work was developed by Aboriginal students.  This will be displayed in the
school administration block in various offices, the school entrance and main
meeting room.

Teaching and learning resources for
Homework Centre including
refreshments/ catering -$ 650.00

Volunteering of staff members for 30
weeks of operation one day a week x
3 staff = 90 staff sessions.

Identified teacher 1 day a week (0.2) -
$22,379.77

School designed and developed
representative shirts for all Aboriginal
students - $1901.85
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Covid-19 did have a significant impact on how these programs operated
throughout 2020.  The Homework Centre was not able to operate in the
manner planned but work and support was tailor to individual needs during
the remote learning period and after students returned to school but families
were not able to enter the school facilities in the same manner.

Art material and frames for the
creation of artwork to be displayed in
administration block to promote
Aboriginal culture -$544.27

Process 3: Successful Transitions

The school will facilitate transition processes to ensure all stakeholders can provide services/programs
for the effective implementation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme in the support of identified
Flinders Public School Students.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Students successfully supported to access the curriculum.  Students
supported with academic, emotional, social and behavioural needs.

Parents, carers and school staff working in partnership to support smooth
transitions into, across and out of the school setting.

Well received responses from the community in regards to the Kindergarten
Orientation program.

Resources - including Ipad/ cases,
wobble cushions, classroom
equipment, technology programs and
apps -$3412.79

Professional Learning costs and relief
-$4,300.00

Teaching aids and classroom learning
support material, including weighted
blankets, whiteboards, flexi-stools,
multi-Lit resources   $10,013.00

School Learning Support Officer
(SLSO) support of students and
learning programs. - $4,700.00

Kindergarten Transition days x 2
casual release days  $1000.00

Kindergarten Transition days
resources  $238..00

Next Steps

Learning Adjustments structures and processes have become a more embedded practice within and across the school.
There has been a shift in the understandings and philosophy that student needs and adjustments are everyone's
business not only the Learning and Support Team. Structures that have been developed at a whole school level such as
meetings each term to discuss, share and develop Learning Adjustment plans have assisted greatly in developing a
team approach with deeper understandings and shared practices that work. The work through the upcoming Strategic
Plan in Challenging Learning and Wellbeing, particularly mindfulness will assist our students greatly in the areas of
academic, social, emotional and behavioural outcomes.

The Aboriginal Homework Centre will be continued and extended in 2021. The impact of Covid-19 on this initiative was
considerable. The students, parents, carers and staff involved all see great value in the connection, support and sense of
community that has been established by this initiative. In 2021 there will be an enhancement of time allocated to the
personnel to support the school's Aboriginal program. A teacher and an SLSO will be appointed on a one day a week
basis to connect to our Aboriginal students and families. It is our belief that this will strengthen the progress made so far
in further developing the sense of belonging and connection for our Aboriginal students and their families and in turn lift
academic results through regular focused support.

The work in the area of transitions is critical and needs to be continued and extended. There is a greater level of student
need through both formal and informal identification of mental health issues such as anxiety, depression and
social/emotional needs. work in 2021 will include the introduction of mindfulness through the smiling minds program.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading Salary of one day a week
(0.2) for a Identified
Support Teacher -
$22,379.77

Homework Centre  -
afternoon tea and teaching
resources - $160.00

School developed
representative shirts for
Aboriginal and Torres
Islander students -
$1900.00

Art material and frames for
Aboriginal artwork created
by students for display
throughout school -
$544.00

Funding Sources:
 • Aboriginal background
loading ($28 913.67)

Every student has a developed and reviewed
Personalised Learning Plan to support their
individual learning goals and needs.

Every Aboriginal student was provided with a
school representative Indigenous shirt
specifically created by our students and staff
to celebrate their cultural heritage.

All Aboriginal students participated in art
lessons to learn and celebrate their history
and culture.  Student artwork is displayed
throughout administration building to promote
pride, importance and Aboriginal culture.

A homework centre was to operate
throughout the year, one afternoon a week.
Unfortunately due to Covid-19 this did not
happen.  However, every fortnight during the
Covid-19 each aboriginal family was
contacted by the school identified Aboriginal
support teacher in addition to their classroom
teacher and other support teachers.

English language proficiency Funding of an EALD
teacher (0.4) 2 days per
week [permanent] to
support identified students
with literacy and numeracy.

Funding of an EALD
teacher (0.2) one day a
week [temporary] to support
identified students with
literacy and numeracy.

Teaching resources and
professional learning costs

Funding Sources:
 • English language
proficiency ($60 865.74)

Students identified as EALD were provided
with tailored individual support that ranged
from individual, small group, withdrawal and
in-class support to ensure that they could
successfully access the curriculum.

The EALD teacher successfully ran a number
of whole staff professional learning sessions
for teachers and participated in supporting
teachers planning, assessment and teaching
preparation and programming.

Low level adjustment for disability Funding of a Learning and
Support Teacher
[permanent 1.0 fulltime] -
$109,384.00

Funding of a Learning and
Support Teacher
[temporary 0.1 one day a
fortnight] - $10,938.00

Funding of a Learning
Support Officer (SLSO) [ 3
days per week = 22 hours
per week] - $ 33,600.00

Funding of a Learning
Support Officer (SLSO) [ 5
days per week = 20 hours
per week] - $ 30,000.00

Funding Sources:

All students requiring an Individual Learning
Plan were supported and adjustments were
successfully developed for 127 students.
Parent and carer feedback highlighted this
area as a strength in the school. Intervention
and support programs were developed in
consultation with the classroom teacher,
learning support teacher and shared with
parents and carers.

Mini Lit and Mac Lit programs were supported
by the School Learning and Support teachers'
and the Learning and Support teachers'
(SLSO).  The results of the 40 participating
students were exceptionally positive.  There
was only one child who did not make any
growth in the program who was identified with
a learning disability.  Growth ranged from
27% through to 445% improvement.  The
SLSO's also supported students in Stage 2
and Stage 3 in the playground environment.
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Low level adjustment for disability  • Low level adjustment for
disability ($163 922.00)

The Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL)
team reported a significant reduction in
negative incidents in the playground through
targeted interventions, structured play and
social skills programs and active support and
supervision.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

The QTSS position at
Flinders in 2020 was
equivalent to (0.964) almost
a fulltime position - just
under 5 days per week.
The position was made up
of 4 people who provided
time for school leaders to
support and develop their
colleagues and students
within their teams on a
Thursday and Friday.

Funding Sources:
 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($108 082.00)

An evaluation process highlighted that there
were benefits and challenges presented by
this additional resource.  Executive found that
the time provided could be provided at a
better time in the week - Wednesday and
Thursday as opposed to Thursday and
Friday. Another improvement was that the
QTSS allocated RFF team would be linked to
stage teams and take on the responsibility of
co-delivering curriculum material from agreed
key learning areas in order to ensure a
smooth transition of support from the teaching
team.

Socio-economic background Supplement to Literacy and
Numeracy funding to create
an additional full time
position of a literacy
interventionalist (1.0) 5
days a week to support and
develop a focus on Writing
for primary classes -
$9,950.

Creation of an additional
(0.7) Learning and Support
Teacher time to support
students with Multi Lit and
Mini Lit program [1 X 0.5
and 1 X 0.2]. - $76,000.00

Additional teacher one day
per week (0.2) to assist with
additional extension and
enrichment programs. -
$24,000.

Additional SLSO time (13
hours per week) to
coordinate, implement and
review a school based
Occupational Therapy
program for students
identified by the school
learning support team. -
$20,000.

School administration time
through an additional 2
days per week of School
Administration officer time
to assist in the
administration functions
related to supporting
students, teachers and
teaching and learning
programs. - $24,000.

Literacy interventionalist support program
provided enormous uplift in student
achievement in the area of writing.  Feedback
from teachers very positive.  Next steps is to
engage in same process with target groups of
students across the same cohorts earlier and
to draw upon the aspect that worked in 2020.

57 students (semester 1) and 64 students
(semester 2) successfully participated in the
school based occupational therapy program
at school.  Families were presented with
progress and achievement information on a
semester basis.  This program was so
successful it will be increased in 2021 to
involve more students.

The additional teacher for enrichment and
extension program was not effective as
hoped.  This was partly due to the disruption
of Covid-19 and the ongoing restrictions
placed on extra-curricular activities.

The additional administration time was hugely
successful and effective.  Assistance with
administration tasks, communication through
social and electronic media greatly assisted
both the teaching staff and our community.
This has been evidenced in school and
community surveys and staff feedback.
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Socio-economic background
Funding Sources:
 • Socio-economic
background ($153 950.00)

Literacy interventionalist support program
provided enormous uplift in student
achievement in the area of writing.  Feedback
from teachers very positive.  Next steps is to
engage in same process with target groups of
students across the same cohorts earlier and
to draw upon the aspect that worked in 2020.

57 students (semester 1) and 64 students
(semester 2) successfully participated in the
school based occupational therapy program
at school.  Families were presented with
progress and achievement information on a
semester basis.  This program was so
successful it will be increased in 2021 to
involve more students.

The additional teacher for enrichment and
extension program was not effective as
hoped.  This was partly due to the disruption
of Covid-19 and the ongoing restrictions
placed on extra-curricular activities.

The additional administration time was hugely
successful and effective.  Assistance with
administration tasks, communication through
social and electronic media greatly assisted
both the teaching staff and our community.
This has been evidenced in school and
community surveys and staff feedback.

Support for beginning teachers 9 casual days to support/
mentor teachers with
planning, assessment,
teaching and reporting
practices.

Use of time provided by
QTSS for support/ mentor
teachers and supervisors to
assist, mentor and support.

Funding Sources:
 • Support for beginning
teachers ($4 500.00)

The Beginning Teachers identified reviewed
their goals, concerns and needs raised each
term at the team meeting.  These were
utilised to drive the following sessions for
input, sharing and observations.  Feedback
and evaluation of the program suggests that it
was extremely effective despite the
interruption of Covid-19.  The evaluation also
highlighted the incredible work of colleagues
and the supervisor leading each team,
particularly throughout Covid-19.

DoE Professional Experience Hub
School

Teacher relief to coordinate
the Professional Learning
Experience (PEX) of 0.4 -
$43753.00

School Administration
Officer (SAO) of (0.4) -
$26,551.00

Planning time for teachers
to develop quality teaching
and learning programs
linked to Classroom
Practice Continuum, NSW
Teaching Standards and
the NESA requirements. - $
57946.00

Funding Sources:
 •  ($128 250.00)

The school has developed quality teaching
and learning programs that are reflective of
Department requirements and reflect the
Teaching Standards, the Classroom Practice
Continuum and the NSW Education
Standards Authority (NESA) requirements.

Planning time enabled each stage to
successfully deconstruct and discuss the
writing of professional experience reports
utilising the expectations and language of the
Professional Standards for Teachers at
Graduate level. The outcomes for this were:
 • greater consistency of teacher judgement
 • improved the quality of the feedback
provided to pre-service teachers (PST)
 • targeted conversations between PST and
supervising teachers around the standards
 • clearly articulated expectations.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2017 2018 2019 2020

Boys 276 286 298 285

Girls 278 282 294 278

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 95.6 94.4 95.4 92.8

1 93.7 93.7 91.9 92.9

2 95.5 93.8 94 91.7

3 94.5 93.7 93.2 91.5

4 95.6 92.3 93.5 92.6

5 94.6 92.2 92.6 92.3

6 94.5 92.9 90.8 92.9

All Years 94.9 93.3 93 92.4

State DoE

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 94.4 93.8 93.1 92.4

1 93.8 93.4 92.7 91.7

2 94 93.5 93 92

3 94.1 93.6 93 92.1

4 93.9 93.4 92.9 92

5 93.8 93.2 92.8 92

6 93.3 92.5 92.1 91.8

All Years 93.9 93.4 92.8 92

NSW student attendance data in 2020 is not comparable to previous years due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The NSW Government encouraged students to learn from home, where possible, for a seven week period from 24 March
to 22 May. During this period, schools monitored engagement with learning to determine whether students were marked
present. This changed the attendance measure. There was also some evidence of varied marking practices as schools
adjusted to the learning from home period, with some schools recording higher attendance rates while others recording
markedly lower rates.

Management of non-attendance

Attendance at school has a big impact on longer term outcomes for children and young people. When a child is not at
school they miss important opportunities to learn, build friendships and develop their skills through play. Regular
attendance at school is a shared responsibility between schools and parents. By working together we can have a positive
effect on supporting our children and young people to regularly attend school.
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Our teachers promote and monitor regular attendance at school and all our schools have effective measures in place to
record attendance and follow up student absences promptly. They are guided by the School Attendance policy which
details the management of non-attendance.
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Deputy Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 22.01

Literacy and Numeracy Intervention 0.74

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.1

Teacher Librarian 1

School Administration and Support Staff 4.06

*Full Time Equivalent

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workforce composition

The Department actively supports the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees
through the use of identified positions, and scholarship opportunities to become a teacher and by providing a culturally
safe workplace. As of 2020, 3.7% of the Department's overall workforce identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander People.

Workforce ATSI

Staff type Benchmark1 2020 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander representation2

School Support 3.30% 6.30%

Teachers 3.30% 2.80%

Note 1 - The NSW Public Sector Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2014-17 introduced an aspirational target of 1.8% by 2021 for each of the sector's
salary bands. If the aspirational target of 1.8% is achieved in salary bands not currently at or above 1.8%, the cumulative representation of Aboriginal
employees in the sector is expected to reach 3.3%.

Note 2 - Representation of diversity groups are calculated as the estimated number of staff in each group divided by the total number of staff. These
statistics have been weighted to estimate the representation of diversity groups in the workforce, where diversity survey response rates were less than
100 per cent. The total number of staff is based on a headcount of permanent and temporary employees.

Teacher qualifications

All casual, temporary and permanent teachers in NSW public schools must hold a NSW Department of Education
approval to teach. Teachers with approval to teach must be accredited with the NSW Education Standards Authority, and
hold a recognised teaching degree. All NSW teachers must hold a valid NSW Working With Children Check clearance.

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning is core to enabling staff to improve their practice. Professional learning includes five student-free
School Development Days and induction programs for staff new to our school and/or system. These days are used to
improve the capacity of teaching and non-teaching staff in line with school and Departmental priorities.

In 2020, an additional School Development Day was included at the start of Term 2 to assist school leaders, teachers
and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary includes reporting from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020. The
Principal is responsible for the financial management of the school and ensuring all school funds are managed in line
with Department policy requirements.

2020 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 732,434

Revenue 5,303,001

Appropriation 5,075,172

Sale of Goods and Services 133,753

Grants and contributions 93,747

Investment income 329

Expenses -5,626,923

Employee related -4,795,047

Operating expenses -831,876

Surplus / deficit for the year -323,922

Closing Balance 408,513

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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Financial summary - Equity loadings

The equity loading data is the main component of the 'Appropriation' line item of the financial summary above.

2020 Approved SBA ($)

Targeted Total 121,966

Equity Total 434,157

Equity - Aboriginal 37,080

Equity - Socio-economic 153,950

Equity - Language 59,944

Equity - Disability 183,183

Base Total 4,070,700

Base - Per Capita 142,378

Base - Location 0

Base - Other 3,928,321

Other Total 291,553

Grand Total 4,918,375

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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School performance - NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy assessments are
reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills and
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.

The My School website provides detailed information and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go to
myschool.edu.au to access the school data.

2020 NAPLAN

As agreed by the Education Council, the National Assessment Program (or NAPLAN) did not proceed in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. This was to assist school leaders, teachers and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students
and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.

The Education Council also agreed to defer the full transition to NAPLAN Online from 2021 to 2022 and the continuation
of current NAPLAN governance arrangements through 2021.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher satisfaction

Student Voice.

The Tell Them From Me (TTFM) survey in 2020 demonstrated in the areas of 'Students who are interested and
motivated at school' - students that do not get into trouble at school for disruptive or inappropriate behaviour and
'Effort' - students try hard in their learning, the school scored lower in both than the NSW Government norms with 62%
to 78% and 84% to 88%. There is work to be done in the area of supporting the female students that showed a score of
23% below in interest and motivation and 9% in effort compared to the male students were 9% below in interest and
motivation and at state average for effort. This is a distinct difference from the 2019 data where the students were above
state average scores in both areas. This is an area for further work to be undertaken as to why the scores are so
different and what can be done to address the issue.

Interestingly, the TTFM data in the area of 'Positive learning climate' - students understand there are clear rules and
expectations for classroom behaviour provides a 6.7 school mean compared to a 7.2 NSW Government Norm mean in
2019. Pleasingly, in 2020 the school mean in this area was 7.1 compared to a state average score of 7.2.

'Expectations for success' - where school staff emphasise academic skills and hold expectations for all students to
succeed, was slightly lower than the state mean at 8.4 for the school and 8.7 for the NSW Government norm, This,
together with 'Students who are interested and motivated' - students are interested and motivated in their own
learning highlights another deficit between the school mean of 62% to the NSW Government norm of 78% and poses a
question for the school and teachers in regards to the expectations and management of students that may not be
motivated and pose challenges in the classroom environment.

On a positive note in the areas of 'Students who are interested and motivated at school' - students that do not get
into trouble at school for disruptive or inappropriate behaviour at the school scored higher at 89% than the NSW
Government norm of 83%. whilst in 'Effort' - students try hard in their learning, the school scored at 84% to the NSW
Government norm of 88%.

In the area of the "drivers for student learning" the school mean was higher than the NSW Government norm for
'Effective learning time' 8.2 to 8.2 [an improvement], 'Relevance of learning' 7.8 to 7.9 [slight decline 0.3] ,'Rigour of
learning' 7.9 to 8.2 [decline 0.5] and 'Advocacy at school' 7.8 to 7.7.

In the area of "Students feel challenged in their English and Mathematics classes and feel confident of their skills
in these subjects" Flinders students' self perception clearly demonstrates two main areas of need and future work.
Firstly, that Flinders students scored 35% compared to the state score of 53% in the areas of high challenge that require
high skill levels, a difference or under-representation of 18% to the state score. Secondly, the Flinders students were
over-represented in the area of high challenge but with a low skill level with a school score of 31% compared to state
score of 14%, a difference of 17%. In lay mans terms these results in 2020, show that the students' perceive that their
skill level in English and mathematics is low when confronting challenging tasks and also that their are not enough
students that perceive that they have high skill level to address high challenge tasks.

Further analysis of this material and the implications for our students is required and will be embedded in the school
strategic plan for 2021-2024 across all of the three strategic directions.

2020 Parent/Carer Satisfaction and Feedback Survey.

The school community of 575 students and 400 family groups were provided with the opportunity to provide insights,
feedback and comments against four broad areas of the school; Culture, Curriculum, Communication and Final
Comments section. The survey used a Google survey tool that parents and carers had a two week period to respond to
using a digital tool to respond on. Reminders were issued out to our community using various platforms to encourage
participation. There was an outstanding response rate of 153 return responses. This information was exceptionally
informative and positive. Response occurred through a scale of Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree and
Don't know. Opportunities for comments were available for each section as well.

Section 1 - Culture:

My family feels welcome at Flinders Public School - 56.2% Strongly Agree, 39.9 % Agree [96.1 % in top two
responses]. My child is generally happy to come to Flinders Public School - 46.4 % Strongly Agree, 50.3 % Agree
[96.7 % in top two responses]. Flinders Public School provides a safe and secure environment for my child - 59.5 %
Strongly Agree, 38.6 % Agree [98.1 % in top two responses].

Section 2 - Curriculum:

Flinders Public School supports my child's learning in Literacy - 45.8 % Strongly Agree, 47.7 % Agree [ 93.5 % in top
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two responses]. Flinders Public School supports my child's learning in Numeracy - 43.8% Strongly Agree, 51 % Agree
[93.8 % in top tow responses]. Flinders Public School provides appropriate opportunities for my child beyond the
classroom - 24.8% Strongly Agree, 46.6 % Agree [71.4 % in top two responses]. Note 20.9 answered Don't know.
Flinders Public School provides opportunities to develop knowledge and understanding of the school values (care for
each other, care for yourself and care for this place) - 47.7% Strongly Agree, 45.8 % Agree [93.5 % in top two
responses].

Section 2 - Communication:

I am comfortable approaching my child's teacher other than at interviews - 43.8 % Strongly Agree, 47.1 % Agree [ 90.9
% in top two responses]. The schools newsletter, website, Facebook, Enews and Classroom Dojo helps me to keep
informed - 50.3 % Strongly Agree, 41.8 % Agree [ 92.1 % in top two responses]. Please select any/ all electronic
communication that you access to keep informed - Newsletter - 80.4%, Facebook -73.2, School Enews - 85%,
Website - 24.8% and Classroom Dojo - 41.8% I understand the school's reward system in place at Flinders Public
School - 33.3% Strongly Agree, 52.3 % Agree [ 85.6 % in top two responses].

Section 4 - Final Comments:

Do you have any suggestions for enhancing communication between the school and home - 22 written responses.
What is something that the school does well - 94 written responses. What aspects of the school could be improved - 56
written responses. Are there any final comments you would like to make - 70 written responses.. This information has
been shared with the executive, administration and teaching teams to stimulate understanding, reflect on current practice
and look for improvement in procedures, processes and programs.

People Matters (Staff) surveys.

A study of the 2020, 2019 and 2018 People Matter (PM) surveys highlights some very positive aspects regarding the
staff, dynamics, sense of purpose and manner in which they undertake (and are supported to) undertake their work.

1. The staff as a whole were extremely constructive, positive and supportive of each other, the school leaders -
Engagement with work (91.2% an increase of 16.2%), Communication (85.2% an increase in 20.2%), High
Performance (84.6% an increase of 26.3) and Diversity and Inclusion (100% an increase of 38%).

2. Dynamics in and across work groups highlighted the following - My work group strives to achieve customer
satisfaction (92.9% an increase of 0.9%), People in my work group treat each other with respect (92.9% an
increase of 25.9%) and There is a good team spirit in my workgroup (89.3% an increase of 14.3%).

3. Management and supervision highlighted - I am comfortable notify my manager if I become aware of any risks at
work (remains at 100%) My manager encourages people in my workgroup to keep improving (88.9% an
improvement of 13.9%), my manager listens to what I have to say (88.9% an improvement of 21.9%), my manager
communicates effectively with me (85% an improvement of 27%), my manager encourages and values employees
input (96.2% an improvement of 21.2%), my performance is assessed against clear criteria (71.3% an
improvement of 35%) and I received useful feedback on my work that enabled me to deliver required results
(78.6% an improvement of 20.3%).

4. Areas that highlighted need or concern included [often due to coming off a low base]- I am able to keep my work
stress at an acceptable level (64.3% an improvement 47.3%), my job gives me a feeling of personal
accomplishment (92.9% from 92%), my manager deals appropriately with employees who perform poorly (48%
from 58% a decrease of 10%), I feel that change is managed well in my organisation (80.7% an improvement of
38.7%), There is good cooperation between teams in our organisation (76.2% an improvement of 30.2%) and
people in my organisation take responsibility for their own actions (69.2% an improvement of 27.6%).
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal Education Policy

The responsibility for enacting the Aboriginal Education Policy rests with all Departmental staff. The policy should
underpin and inform planning, teaching practice and approaches to educational leadership in all educational settings.

Evidence of effective implementation of the policy included:
 • Establishing, building and strengthening relationships with the Local Aboriginal Education Consultative Group,

Aboriginal people and communities.
 • Providing, in partnership with Aboriginal people and communities, education which promotes quality teaching, is

engaging, and is culturally appropriate and relevant.
 • Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students will match or better the outcomes of the broader student population.
 • Implementation of Personalised Learning Pathways for all Aboriginal students in a school culture of high

expectations.

Anti-Racism Policy

All teachers are responsible for supporting students to develop an understanding of racism and discrimination and the
impact these may have on individuals and the broader community. Principals are responsible for examining school
practices and procedures to ensure they are consistent with the policy. All schools have an Anti-Racism Contact Officer
who is trained to respond to concerns in relation to racism.

Multicultural Education Policy

Teachers address the specific learning and wellbeing needs of students from culturally diverse backgrounds through
their teaching and learning programs. Principals are responsible for ensuring that school policies, programs and
practices respond to the cultural, linguistic and religious diversity of the school community, and provide opportunities that
enable all students to achieve equitable education and social outcomes.
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